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Abstract—Service restoration (SR) is one of the most important strategies to improve the resilience of the modern distribution network. After the fault location is identified and isolated, a proper SR plan should be determined to resupply out-of-service areas. This paper reviews the existing methods for SR in distribution networks, which can be categorized into two types, namely centralized methods and decentralized methods, according to their implementation. These methods utilize one or more techniques to derive the SR plan. The used techniques consist of expert systems, heuristic algorithms, meta-heuristic algorithms, graph theory, multi-agent systems and mathematical programming.

Index Terms—Centralized methods, decentralized methods, distribution networks, service restoration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distribution networks supply electric power to customers. Consequently, a failure of any important component of the network will cause an interruption of power supply and discomfort to customers [1]. Therefore, it is of great interest of distribution network operators (DNOs) to enhance the resilience of the network.

The development of the distribution network automation provides new opportunities for the distribution network to realize self-healing. Self-healing is the ability of a network to automatically and intelligently restore itself to the best possible state after a permanent fault occurs [2]. When a fault occurs, the self-healing scheme detects and isolates the fault location, and then uses a service restoration (SR) plan to restore outage areas. After the fault is repaired, the network will return to its original state and the self-healing process ends. SR, as a key aspect of the self-healing process, has received considerable attention from researchers.

The SR problem can be deemed as a system reconfiguration problem, which is implemented by opening some normally closed sectionalizing switches and closing some normally open tie switches. A simple SR plan is illustrated in Fig. 1. After detecting and isolating the fault occurred in zone 1, the system operator transfers the de-energized loads in zone 2 to the adjacent healthy feeder 2 by closing tie switch 1 (TS1). However, with the increase of size and complexity of the distribution network, many aspects should be considered during the restoration process, such as cold load pick up, minimizing the number of switching operations, overcurrent, etc. [3], which increases the complexity of the SR problem. In addition, the ever-increasing penetration level of distributed energy resources (DERs) brings some new features to SR. For example, distributed generator (DG) units can locally support loads during the restoration process, minimizing the number of switching operations and providing opportunities to restore additional unrestored loads. Moreover, forming microgrids (MGs) can enhance the resilience of the distribution network and allows the network to restore outage areas faster. As shown in Fig. 1, after isolating the fault occurred in zone 5, a MG is embedded and the DG unit is dispatched to support local loads in zone 6.

Fig. 1. Service restoration plan of the distribution network

In summary, an effective SR plan should promptly restore as many loads in outage areas as possible while avoiding violating operating constraints.

In this paper, a review of the existing SR methods is presented. According to the implementation, the existing methods can be categorized into two types, namely centralized methods and decentralized methods. These methods use different techniques to derive a feasible or even optimal SR plan. The used techniques include expert systems, heuristic algorithms, meta-heuristic algorithms, graph theory, multi-agent systems and mathematical programming.

This work was supported by the DTU-NTU double PhD project of the Smart City joint program.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the SR problem. Section III gives an overview of the existing methods for SR. Section IV reviews the existing methods for SR. Section V concludes the paper.

II. INTRODUCTION FOR SERVICE RESTORATION

As mentioned before, many aspects of operating objectives and constraints should be considered during the SR process in order to obtain an effective SR plan. According to the reviewed studies, three general objectives are listed as follows:

1) Maximizing priority loads restored
   \[ \max \ f(P_i'), i \in \Omega_{out} \]  
   where \( \Omega_{out} \) represents the set of all the load buses in outage areas, \( P_i' \) is the load at \( i \)th bus.

2) Minimizing the time required for service restoration
   \[ \min T_1 + T_2 \]  
   where \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are the execution time of the restoration algorithm and restoration process, respectively.

3) Minimizing line losses
   \[ \min h(I_i), i \in \Omega_{line} \]  
   where \( \Omega_{line} \) represents the set of all the lines, \( I_i \) is the magnitude of current flows through \( i \)th line.

As the main goal of SR is to resupply de-energized loads, Objective 1) has the top priority. To enhance satisfaction of customers, the time taken for SR should also be minimal, thus the objective 2) should have the second preference. In general, \( T_2 \) can be reduced by minimizing the number of switching operations. For the objective 3), because the target configuration would not last for a long period, loss minimization would not generate a significant benefit. Moreover, this objective may be in conflict with the objectives 1) and 2). Therefore, the objective 3) should be the third preference and even disregarded.

To ensure the feasibility of the derived plan, some general operating constraints should be satisfied during the restoration process, such as line current limit constraints, voltage limit constraints, line capacity constraints and radial structure constraint. In addition, when DERs participate in the SR process, some certain operating constraints should be satisfied, such as constraints on the ramp rates of DG units [4], the state of charge levels of batteries of energy storage systems (ESSs) [4] and electrical vehicles (EVs) [5]. It should be noted that Objective 1) is so dominating that some certain constraints, like restrictions on voltages, can be relaxed and even disregarded.

In summary, the SR problem is a computationally complex problem [6] because it is: 1) combinatorial due to the large number of combinations of possible switching operations; 2) nonlinear due to the nonlinear nature of power flow constraints; 3) multi-objective; 4) constrained due to operating constraints and the radial structure requirement.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF METHODS FOR SERVICE RESTORATION

A huge number of methods have been proposed to address the SR problem. According to the implementation, they can be categorized into two types, namely centralized methods and decentralized methods. In centralized methods, all the system operation information is collected by the intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) and transferred to a control center through the communication system. After the fault location is isolated, the control center will implement the restoration algorithm and execute a series of switching actions. However, in decentralized methods, the plan of switching actions is obtained by the communication and coordination between the IEDs that collect local information. The structures of the centralized and decentralized methods are illustrated in Fig. 2.

In the centralized and decentralized frameworks, the SR problem is solved by different techniques, in which expert systems, heuristic algorithms, graph theory and multi-agent systems are used to solve the problem according to the specified rules and procedures derived from the domain-specific knowledge and heuristics, while mathematical programming and meta-heuristic algorithms solve the problem based on the mathematical optimization model.

In addition to the proposed different restoration algorithms, the success of the restoration process also relies on the hardware. The currently-used devices should be upgraded to cope with restoration algorithms. For example, the manually controlled switches (MCSs) should be replaced by the automatic controlled switches (ACSs), and new intelligent devices, such as remote terminal units (RTUs) and intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), are required. Moreover, efficient and reliable two-way data communication links are required to ensure the reliable delivery of communication data.

IV. METHODS FOR SERVICE RESTORATION

In this section, most of the existing methods are presented according to their implementation and techniques used.

A. Centralized Methods

1) Expert system

The expert system (ES) is a knowledge based technique, it transfers the expert knowledge into some rules (if-then rule) and uses an inference engine to infer from these rules [7]. The author in [8] developed a knowledge base with 180 rules that are acquired from the literature and discussions with power engineers. The developed ES can implement group restoration, zone restoration and load transfer. A knowledge base was constructed in [9] with rules which divides the outage areas into single group or multiple groups based on feeder margins, branch points and tie switches. An ES was developed in [10] based on a colored petri net inference model that possesses parallel-like inference characteristics. The

![Fig. 2. Structures of centralized and decentralized methods](image-url)
developed ES considers the load priority and efficiently finds a series of proper switching operations. An ES was developed in [11] using the object-oriented programming technique which organizes feeder configuration data into a hierarchy way and improves performance of the inference. Furthermore, the proposed system considers time-dependent loads.

Although the above proposed ESs determine the status of switches efficiently, it is difficult to construct a large knowledge base. Moreover, the maintenance of a large-scale ES is very costly and the optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed.

2) Heuristic algorithm

The heuristic algorithm uses domain-specific heuristics to guide the search process. In [12]-[15], different procedures of SR were created based on heuristic rules and translated into programming codes to solve the problem. A heuristic procedure was transformed into a heuristic algorithm in [12], in which the supporting feeders are first used to restore power supply, if the full restoration fails, the loads that can be completely restored by their supporting laterals are restored followed by the loads that cannot be completely restored by their supporting laterals. A multi-tier algorithm was developed in [13]. In the work, tier1 is a set of tie switches, switch pairs and feeders that have links to out-of-service areas, tier2 is a set of tie switches, switch pairs and feeders that have links to tier1. All switches and feeders in tier1 first attempt to restore all de-energized loads, if it fails, tier2 is used to solve the problem. A similar procedure to the one in [13] considering load curtailment was proposed in [14]. The author in [15] developed a load flow based procedure for SR. Firstly, all available switches are treated as ideal current sources and closed to create a meshed network. Then, a secure power flow pattern is conducted to minimize overall system current overloads by adjusting those ideal current sources. Once the magnitude of each current source is known, the switch carrying the least current is opened to eliminate a network loop. The switch is opened in this manner to minimize disturbance in the secure power pattern. After repeating this process, a radial network with acceptable operating requirements can be obtained.

The authors in [16]-[18] constructed the search space as a decision tree and used different search techniques to find the solution. It is noted that the domain-specific knowledge can be used to avoid unnecessary search. The author in [16] developed a binary tree in which each node is a partial assignment of a binary variable (switch). Starting from any parent node, a variable, namely a switch in the network, is selected for branching. Each possible value (0 or 1) of the variable represents a successor node of the parent node. After the binary tree is built, the depth-first search technique is used to search for the desired solution. A different decision tree was proposed in [17], in which a node represents a configuration of the network. The transition from a parent node to a successor node is an available switch pair operation, including opening a sectionalizing switch and closing a tie-switch. In the work, the breadth-first technique is adopted to search the decision tree. The author in [18] built a similar decision tree to [17] without considering load transfers from healthy feeders to other feeders. The A* search technique is used to search a least-cost configuration plan.

In addition, due to the presence of imprecise linguistic terms of heuristic rules, strictly complying with rules may cause some undesired problems, such as unbalanced loads on supporting feeders and infeasible SR issues. Therefore, the fuzzy set theory was used in [19]-[20] to realize fuzzy representations of heuristic rules. In [19], all possible solutions were evaluated based on the membership values of the fuzzy objectives (loads restored) and the fuzzy constraints (line capacity limit, etc.). After calculating membership values for each solution, the best solution is found based on a maximin problem. The evaluation process in [19] was accelerated in [20] by using the heuristic procedure proposed in [12] and a fuzzy cause-effect network. Moreover, the fuzzy set theory can be used to model uncertainties of loads. In [21], loads of branch points were represented by fuzzy variables. According to mathematical operations on fuzzy variables, the heuristic algorithm proposed in [12] was used to find the solution with the minimum number of switching operations.

While heuristic algorithms can obtain a feasible solution quickly, they still require specialists’ knowledge and it is hard to derive an optimal solution.

3) Graph theory

The distribution network can be interpreted to a graph, representing the buses as nodes and the lines connecting buses as edges of the graph. Therefore, the SR problem can be considered as a problem of finding spanning trees that represent possible radial structures of the network and satisfy operating constraints. Different techniques have been proposed in [22]-[26] to generate spanning trees. A cut set theory based spanning tree search algorithm was proposed in [22], in which a new tree can be generated by operating a pair of switches (a normally closed switch and a normally open switch) and the power flow calculation is conducted to evaluate all newly formed trees. In [23], according to the fundamental loop concept of the graph theory, a tree can be derived by removing one edge from every fundamental cycle. Likewise, all acquired trees are evaluated by power flow calculations. A similar tree search procedure based on the fundamental loop concept was proposed in [24] to form the structure of MGs. The author in [25] proposed an “interested tree” concept. An “interested tree” is a tree in which all loads are supplied by substations. After evaluating all “interested trees”, the best full restoration plan can be reached. In [26], instead of substations, the nodes that are in energized areas and connect de-energized areas are considered as roots of trees, which means that the process of restoring faulted areas can be treated as a process of identifying multiple spanning trees.

Although the optimal solution can be obtained through an exhaustive search, the number of trees may be quite high for a large system, thus making the above algorithms unattractive.

4) Meta-heuristic algorithm

Many meta-heuristic algorithms have been developed to solve the formulated complex mixed integer programming (MIP) model, including genetic algorithm (GA) [27]-[28], tabu search (TS) [29], particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm [30], parallel-simulated annealing (PSA) algorithm [31] and so on. These algorithms have similar procedures but with different search strategies and encoding methods of solution variables.

In [31], four meta-heuristic algorithms (GA, TS, reactive TS, PSA) were described in detail and compared with respect to average execution time and the quality of solution obtained. In conventional meta-heuristic algorithms [31], a multi-objective problem is converted into an equivalent single objective problem by weighting factors, and the admissible switching sequence is not given. To overcome these disadvantages, some improved algorithms have been proposed. A non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) was adopted in [32] to solve the SR problem. The objectives are to minimize out of service areas, switching operations and network losses. The utilization of the non-dominated sorting technique enables the algorithm to deal with multiple objectives without using weighting factors. A multi-objective revolutionary algorithm based methodology was proposed in [33], in which priority customers, priority switches and switching sequence are considered. In addition, the methodology uses the node-depth encoding method to represent solution variables, which always ensures the radial topology of the network. In [34], an interactive fuzzy satisfying method combining the fuzzy set theory and GA was proposed to deal with multi-objective nature of the problem. Firstly, values of multiple objectives are normalized by their corresponding membership functions, and the decision maker sets satisfied value [0, 1] for each objective. Then, the GA is used to find the solution whose membership values are close to the preset values. Finally, according to the satisfactory level of the solution found, the decision maker can reset their satisfied values and find a new solution.

Meta-heuristic algorithms do not require specialist’ knowledge, however, they require extensive computational time when applied to a large system and cannot ensure an optimal solution.

5) Mathematical programming

Expert systems and heuristic algorithms were combined with mathematical programming in [35]-[36]. The author in [35] first used the generic knowledge of expert to divide a whole network into several sub-networks. Then, each sub-network is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem. In [36], the mathematical model was used when the simple heuristic search algorithm is unable to find a feasible solution. In this context, a “local network” is found and formulated as a MILP problem.

In [37]-[40], more sophisticated mathematical models for SR were developed. Two different formulations of the mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem for the unbalanced distribution network were developed in [37]. The first formulation uses the bus injection model and the second formulation uses the branch flow model. A non-linear solver LINGO is used to solve these two MINLP problems. It is difficult to solve the MINLP problem due to its non-convex and non-linear characteristics. The author in [38] relaxed the original MINLP problem into a mixed integer second order cone programming problem that can be solved efficiently and ensure the optimality of the solution. In [39], a two-stage strategy was proposed. The first stage uses piecewise linearization to transform the MINLP problem into a MILP problem that is solved in order to obtain the binary decision variables (topology of the network). In the second stage, a nonlinear programming problem is formulated based on the topology found to adjust the steady state operating point. A multi-time step MINLP problem considering dispatchable DG units was proposed in [40] to determine the optimal switching sequence. Similarly, the formulated MINLP problem is converted into a MILP problem through linearization techniques.

In addition, the dynamic programming (DP) technique has been proposed to determine the switching sequence. The author in [41] used the DP to determine the restoration sequence of feeders in outage areas for minimizing unserved energy during the duration of restoration. A two-phase strategy was proposed in [42], in which the first phase finds the target configuration through the GA algorithm, and the second phase determines the optimal sequence of switching operations using the DP.

Uncertainties of DG units and loads have also been studied. The author in [43] proposed a robust restoration model that has two-stage objective and has the form of maximizing a minimax problem. The formulated MILP problem is solved by a column-and-constrained generation and an optimal decision (target configuration) that can restore as many loads as possible in the worst-case fluctuation scenario of outputs of DG units is derived. The author in [44] formulated an information gap decision theory based robust restoration decision-making model that takes into account uncertainties of DG units and loads. For a given bounded uncertain set, the solution found can guarantee that operating constraints are not violated and the amount of loads restored would not fall below a specified threshold. In [45], uncertainties of loads and payback effect were modeled by fuzzy variables and a fuzzy mixed integer programming model was developed to perform risk management for SR.

Several mathematical models have been developed to solve the MG-aid SR problem. A comprehensive strategy with DG units and ESSs was proposed in [46], in which the normal operating condition and self-healing condition are considered. In the normal condition, a rolling-horizon MINLP model is developed to minimize operation costs and deal with uncertainties of DG units. However, the self-healing condition aims to optimally sectionalize the network into several MGs. A sequential restoration strategy was proposed in [47] to determine the switching sequence of constructing MGs. In the strategy, some typical components in the distribution network, such as voltage regulators, transformers and capacitor banks, are modelled. The author in [5] used the same sequential restoration strategy as the one in [47] while considering inter-temporal constraints, like loads under cold load pick-up conditions. The bender decomposition technique was used in [48] to decompose the SR problem into a master problem and a slave problem. The master problem is to minimize load shedding in the reconfiguration work, and the slave problem is to minimize line losses in the islanding mode, namely the MGs mode.
Although mathematical programming based methods can acquire an optimal solution under specified operating constraints, the solution time often exceeds practically allocated computation time for a large-scale problem due to the combinatorial nature.

B. Decentralized method

The above methods solve the SR problem from a centralized point of view. They require a control center that has expensive computing capacity and a communication system that has low latency and can transfer a large amount of data. In addition, centralized methods suffer from a single point failure risk. To overcome these disadvantages, the multi-agent system (MAS) is developed to distribute the intelligence and control actions to the component level [2].

In [49], a number of bus agents and a single facilitator agent were developed. The purpose of the bus agent is to restore the loads directly connected to its associated bus, and the facilitator agent aims to facilitate the negotiations between bus agents. However, the work does not consider the load priority and the presence of DGs. Moreover, the negotiation process mainly relies on only one agent (facilitator agent), which actually makes the MAS centralized. A fully decentralized MAS was proposed in [50], in which three types of agents, namely switch agents, load agents and generator agents, are developed. These agents have access to the local data and only communicate with their neighboring agents. In addition, the work takes into consideration of the load priority, thus full restoration and partial restoration can be reached. A two-layer MAS considering the presence of DG units was developed in [51]. In the first layer, zone agents monitor the fault, make simple calculations and implement control actions. In the second layer, feeder agents are assigned to negotiate. In the work, decision-making for all faults on the same feeder mainly relies on the sole feeder agent located at the feeder, which suffers from low reliability. To overcome such a disadvantage, the author in [52] proposed four types of zone agents including fault zone agents, down zone agents, zone tie agents and healthy zone agents. After a fault occurs, each zone agent identifies itself as one of the above four types of agents according to its location with respect to the fault. The fault zone agent is the decision-making agent. Therefore, different decision-making agents will be activated according to different faults. In [53], load agents, feeder agents and regulator agents were developed. Among them, the regulator agent aims to regulate overall nodal voltages of the network by moving the tap of OLTC. In addition, the fuzzy set theory is used in the decision-making process to determine the optimal supporting feeder. In addition, the fuzzy set theory is used in the decision-making process to determine the optimal supporting feeder.

The MG based MASs have also been developed. An agent based restoration strategy considering the V2G feature of EV was proposed in [6], in which four kinds of agents, namely load agents, aggregator agents, DG agents and switch agents, are developed. After receiving restoration requests from load agents, the aggregator agents will use available V2G power to restore loads locally. Then, DG units in the islanding mode will supply the remaining unrestored loads.

The MAS based method can overcome the disadvantages of centralized methods by distributing control actions to the component level. However, the agent based decision-making process is based on some simple heuristic rules, which cannot ensure the optimality of the solution.

V. Conclusion

This paper reviews the existing methods for SR in distribution networks. These methods have two ways of implementation, namely centralized ways and decentralized ways, and use one or more techniques to obtain the SR plan. The used techniques are expert systems, heuristic algorithms, meta-heuristic algorithms, graph theory, multi-agent systems and mathematical programming. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques are also given.


